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Betrayal had ruined Banner Coleman's wedding day and on her wedding night she was a jilted

bride. Now old seeds of greed and desire are harvesting a scandal - and Banner's affair with an old

family friend could shatter a friendship and a family.
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Betrayal had ruined Banner Coleman's wedding day, and on her wedding night she was a jilted

bride. Jake Langston was her parents' best friend, and the toughest cowhand in Texas, yet

Banner's innocence and pain had broken down his resistance, unleashing emotions that surprised

them both. Soon Jake and Banner were caught up in a scandal that could shatter a friendship and a

family. But theirs wasn't the only affair stirring up trouble in this rough cattle town. Twenty years ago

the seeds of greed and desire had been sown, and now the Texas landscape would once more

reap the wild harvest of a man's hunger and a woman's enduring love.

*Even though best selling author Sandra Brown is queen of romantic suspenses, let's not forget her

gorgeous love stories. If you love historical romances, do not overlook "Sunset Embrace", book 1 of

the love, trials, and tribulations of the saga of the Coleman family. "Another Dawn" book 2, is not

only a heartbreaking romance but a love so overpowering that you will end up reaching for the next



available kleenex. Both books are must reads!......On her wedding day, young Banner Coleman

thought she had been the happiest she's ever been but before she ever had a chance to say "I do",

disaster struck inside the small church where she was to be married. Pierced through the heart by

utter betrayal by someone she thought she once loved, Banner was not only hurt and angry but she

was feeling like the biggest fool in town but one glance at the outrageously handsome cowboy who

she knew her entire life, all the hostility deep inside her slowly faded away. He was tough, rugged,

too handsome for his own good and sinfully sexy, smoudering fires all around him and most

importantly, he had always been her knight in shining armor. From a distance, no one knew that

Banner had a lifetime crush on him, and to see him again after so much time had passed, made her

heart beat erratically and Banner never wanted to see him leave town again. She lived in River

Bend, Texas her whole life and when her father Ross Coleman met her mother Lydia years before

on a wagon train, Banner hoped and wished for the same kind of love that they both shared with

each other. After moving to Texas along with her parents from the wagon train, the Langston's and

the Coleman's were closer than ever, but there was one member of that family that Banner couldn't

erase from her heart or her mind and seeing him in the church after so long, nearly caused her to

faint. Known to others of having a wild reputation especially with the ladies, cowboy and wanderer

Jake Langston always found himself in the arms of a different woman every other night of the week,

drinking, gambling and enjoying all the wicked ways that life has to offer but through it all, he could

never forget the Coleman's, his closest friends he met so long ago that he and his family traveled

with on the wagon train heading west. Regardless of their strong connection to each other, they also

carried deep hidden secrets including betrayal, scandal, greed and murder most foul, but the main

reason he stayed away was because of one person, Banner. However, for Jake and Banner it

wasn't going to be easy. The more Jake tried to avoid her or especially when he voiced cruel

comments to keep her away, the more he wanted her. Since that painful and emotional night they

once shared together,it eliminated all the pleasures he was so accustomed to with other women.

After being jilted on her wedding night, Banner could never forget the sweet memories that she and

Jake shared, but soon her loyalty will be questioned when an old flame arrives at her door. When

the past begins to slowly resurface, old secrets, dark sinister motives, and half truths begin to effect

everyone in both families and without any warning at all, love blossoms. As Jake and Banner

couldn't deny their urges for the other any longer, their love will be truly tested as scandal, desires,

greed, and murder threatens any happiness in their immediate future. Will true love save them

before it's too late?....thank you



ANOTHER DAWN by Sandra Brown is the second in the Coleman saga series. The prime

characters in Sunset Embrace, Lydia, Ross and Ma Langston, are relegated to secondary status in

this novel. Their offspring, Banner Coleman and Jake Langston, are primary in Another Dawn. The

novel is one of BrownÃ¢Â€Â™s period pieces that takes place in the rough and rugged Territory of

Texas in the 1890Ã¢Â€Â™s. The story begins with 18-year-old BannerÃ¢Â€Â™s wedding ceremony

to a local entrepreneur. The wedding is interrupted by gunfire. Much older, Jake, makes an attempt

to console innocent and gorgeous young Banner. Here the plan goes awry but the plot and story are

established. Brown has a knack of lulling the reader with a smooth flowing narrative, then suddenly

jerking his socks off with a burst of energy, abruptly changing speed and direction and going from

the disconsolate to the riotous. It has been a long time since I read a novel with so many

emotionally charged ups and downs, intense feelings of love, hate, jealousy and sorrow but with

spurts of happiness seemly all strung together with razor-wire. An exaggerated amount of sexual

interplay is displayed on almost every page at times so monotonous and repetitious that it becomes

boring. I have to say that Sandra Brown is one heck of a writer. Her dialogue can instantly stir

intense feelings of emotion in a readerÃ¢Â€Â™s mind. I give Another Dawn a 4-star rating.

I liked the sequel very much because Sunset Embrace is one of my favorite books. It was

interesting to read about the characters later on in life , like old friends. I always hated when the

book ended but now I can resume the story.Sandra Brown is excellent at developing the characters

and this is no exception. I would recommend this book highly

Initially, I felt like there was a book missing between this one and the first one because new

characters were introduced that didn't exist in the previous story. I liked the creative resolution of

unresolved plot lines from the first novel within this story because they didn't distract you from the

story but enhanced it. In other words, the reader didn't have to read the first novel to understand

what was happening in this one and why.

I first read this book when it first came out many years ago. It was so good I had to read it again.

The twist and turns in the book is so good. You can't put it down. Sandra Brown never disappoints.

Can't wait to read book 3, great storyline set in the 1800's. Sandra Brown is a great author. All her

books are captivating



Sandra Brown can write about any time in history. Are we going to have Coleman family saga 3?

She writes great sex scenes.

Great story well told. Love the characters, the times they lived and how they lived and loved. Are

there more Colman Family Saga books.
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